ELEPHANTS

“ One of the most significant aspects of wildlife
conservation is the education of local communities and
raising awareness amongst tourists, who inadvertently
create a big demand for the exploitation of wildlife ”.

Making people understand the consequences of their actions and persuading
them to change their habits and attitudes towards wildlife is the first step to
protecting them. If the buying stops, the killing will too. This is a long and arduous
process and requires a holistic approach to education.
Each year WFFT welcome 1000’s of visitors, whether as volunteers, day guests or
school groups, we have a responsibility to educate them.

Issues such as habitat loss, poaching, the illegal trade in wildlife as pets, the use of
animals for entertainment in tourism, for the meat trade and use in traditional
Chinese medicines, need to be fully understood by local communities and tourists
in order for these problems to lessen.

If you are an educator who is interested in visiting WFFT, please contact
us at info@wfft.org for further information.
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Taxonomy
KINGDOM

PHYLUM

CLASS

ORDER

FAMILY

GENUS

SPECIES

SUBSPECIES

Loxodonta
africana

Animalia

(African bush elephant)

Chordata

Loxodonta
cyclotis

Mammalia

(African forest elephant)

Loxodonta

Proboscidae

Elephas maximus maximus

(African Genus)

(Sri Lankan elephant)

Elephas
maximus

Elephantidae

(Asian Species)

Elephas

(Asian Genus)
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Elephas maximus indicus
(Indian elephant)

Elephas maximus borneensis
(Bornean elephant)

Elephas maximus sumatranus
(Sumatran elephant)

Loxodonta Sp.

African Bush Elephant
(Loxodonta africana)
Vulnerable

African Forest Elephant
(Loxodonta cyclotis)
Vulnerable
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Elephas Maximus

Sri Lankan Elephant
(Elephas maximus maximus)
Endangered
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Indian Elephant
(Elephas maximus indicus)
Endangered

Bornean Elephant
(Elephas maximus borneensis)
Endangered

Sumatran Elephant
(Elephas maximus sumatrensis)
Critically Endangered

Indian Elephant
(Elephas maximus indicus)

African Bush Elephant
(Loxodonta africana)

Sri Lankan Elephant
(Elephas maximus maximus)

Sumatran Elephant
(Elephas maximus sumatranus)

African Forest Elephant
(Loxodonta cyclotis)

Bornean Elephant
(Elephas maximus borneensis)

African Forest Elephant

Sumatran Elephant

African Bush Elephant

Bornean Elephant

Sri Lankan Elephant

Indian Elephant
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Evolution

Elephants are part of the mammal order Proboscidea and the family

The Elephantidae family contains today’s living elephants along with the

Elephantidae. The Proboscidea order is a diverse group of animals includ-

extinct mammoths. Reaching over 4m in height, many with very curved

ing elephants, hyraxes and sea cows. The Elephantidae family contains three

tusks, mammoths were widespread in Europe, Northern Asia, North America

distinct species, African Forest Elephant (Loxodonta cyclotis), African Bush

and Arctic regions. They originated about 1.6million years ago. The last

Elephant (Loxodonta africana) and Asian Elephant (Elephas maximus).

mammoth species became extinct about 10,000 years ago at the end of the
last Ice Age. It is unclear whether they were driven to extinction by climatic

Proboscidean fossils have been found in Africa, Asia, Europe and North and
South America. They show that the ancestors of modern elephants moved
around the globe.
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factors or as a consequence of hunting by early man.

Biology
Musth & Reproduction
Elephant mating patterns are unique since they are not
confined to a specific time of the year. Female elephants reach
sexual maturity between the ages of 10 and 15 and are capable
of giving birth approximately every 4 – 6 years, they may
produce 7 calves in a lifetime. Babies are carried inside
elephant mothers for 19 – 22 months, almost 2 years. New
borns are around 3 feet tall and weigh close to 250 pounds. The
calf requires maternal care for the first 4 to 6 years of its life. A
cow will have babies until about the age of 50; afterwards she
will have a long post-reprodutive phase, similar to human
menopause.
When adult male elephants search for a female to breed with
they produce musth fluid, signalling to females that they are
ready to mate. Usually one male breeds with all of the females
of one herd. Male elephants become sexually mature in their
teens, but do not reproduce until their 30’s, when they attain
the size and weight to compete against males for fertile
females.
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Life begins
The birth of an elephant calf in the wild is an exciting event for the entire

Baby elephants are usually dependent on mother’s milk for at least 3 years.

herd. The calf becomes the centre of attention, receiving care and protection

The mother’s milk is highly nutritious but has low fat content (0.63% - 6.2%).

from all herd members. Every elephant in the family unit will examine the

By the time a calf is 9 months old, 40% of its diet is vegetation. The calf learns

new baby. The ones that show the most interest are the juvenile females.

how and what to eat by watching the older elephants.

These females, who range in ages from 2 to 12, are often called ‘aunties’ but
the correct term is allo-mother. These helpers play an important role by

Like other infants, a baby elephant begins life with poor eyesight, which

playing with and watching out for the new baby, allowing the mother time to

improves daily. The elephant calf can use other senses to learn about its

rest and eat, which is important for lactation (milk production).

environment like chemical and tactile information received through its
trunk. It takes time, however, to acquire trunk coordination. At first the calf
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An elephant calf can stand and walk within a few hours after being born, but

may only be able to wave it around in the air, suck on it or trip over it, howev-

it may take up to three months before it has conquered the motor skills to

er within a week the calf has usually gained enough control to try picking up

navigate the landscape without assistance from its mother or aunties.

and carrying small objects. At six months of age, they can drink using their
trunk by sucking water and squirting it into their mouths.

The ���n� �� an ����t A�i��
el����n� �an ���r�
li���s �� �at�� ��d a� ���l�
ca� �r��� �p �o
l��s i�
mi����s.

8.5
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Trunk

212

The trunk or proboscis was named
By �e���n� �he ����n�
vi����t�� wi�� t�� �r���
t�e ���p�a�t ���n��� it�
an��� �r �i�p����ur�.

‘hand of the elephant’ by early biologists and evolved from a merging of
the nose and upper lip.

The ���c��� in ��� t���k
ex��� �n �a��s. I� �ot�� �h�
t�u�k ��� �ve�

40,000 mu��l��.

It i� ��t ��e� �s � �e���n: a
c�a�g��� �le���n� ��l� �ol�
it� �r��� b���, us��� �t�
fo����ad �� � �att�r��� ra�,
it� ��r��e�� t� �i�k ��
t�a�p��, ��s �u�k� �� s���.

The ���n� ��m�i��s ���e
an� ��p�� �ip ���
en����s a� ���p�a�t ��
b�e��h�, �o��t� ��en��,
d�i�k, ��� t� �e��� an�
ma����la�� ��je��s ���h
ex���m� �e�s����it�.

Whe� �� �le���n� �� on
un����d� o� �n���il��� �ro���
it ���l ��e �h� �u���d� o� �h�
t�u�k �� ��at ��� �ar��,
de���m��i�g �� �h� ��o�n� ��
ﬁr� e���g� �o w��� �n.

Whe� ��t���y
su���r��� in ����r
t�e �r��� c�� a�s� ��
us�� �� a s���k��.
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Teeth
Elephants have six sets of four teeth throughout their lives.
A ‘queue’ of six molars on each side of the upper and lower
jaw, moves forward as each successive tooth wears out.
With the loss of the sixth and last molar, when an elephant
reaches its sixties, it is doomed to starvation because it
can no longer feed.

Tusks & Tushes
Males have larger tusks of up to 1.5 – 1.8m in length whilst
the females do not usually have tusks at all. If tusks (in this
case called ‘tushes’), are present in females, they are
barely visible, and only seen when the female opens her
mouth. Some males may also lack tusks; these individuals
are called ‘seedor’ in Thailand.
Milk tusks are fully grown at just 2 inches long and are
shed before the calf reaches it’s second birthday. Permanent tusks then begin to grow. Tusks are, in fact teeth (incisors) and are classified as ivory. The only other creature to
have ivory teeth is the walrus. The purpose of the tusk is to
dig for food, clear debris, fight and can carry heavy loads
of up to 1 ton.
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The skin
‘Pachydermata’, the old name for the order Proboscidea,
means thick skin. This thickness is in reality quite variable.
At the inside of the ears, around the mouth and the anus
their skin is as thin as paper, at the back and at parts of the
head it can be more than 1inch (2.5cm) thick. Despite this
thickness it’s a sensitive organ that houses a lot of nerve
endings.

The skin of an Asian Elephant is usually grey of colour
although loss of pigmentation occurs around certain parts
of their body. Asian Elephants are very sensitive to
sunburn and spend most of their day in the shade of dense
forest that provided them with protection against the sun.
young elephants are covered with hair on the back and
head, the amount of hair decreases as they get older.
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The skeleton

All mammals have skeletons that exist of four
important parts: skull, spine, limbs and ribs plus
breastbone. The elephants skeleton is made up of
over 300 bones, their immense weight requires
such a complex frame. This also gives the
elephant remarkable agility with the ability to
move forward and backward, run and swim,
sometimes as fast as humans. Elephants can stand
for a long time without using much energy and its
is known that elephants lie down when they sleep,
usually 2-6 hours during a 24 hour period.
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Communication

Touch

Smell

Sound

Visual

Elephants regularly use touch to

Elephants rely primarily on olfacto-

Elephants have a big varied reper-

Elephants use visual signals to

communicate with each other most

ry signals. Elephants often touch

toire of sounds: the well known

inform or influence each other at

commonly in greetings, establish-

each other’s genitals, mouth, tempo-

trumpeting, rumbles and infrasonic

short distance. Just as with humans,

ing

discipline.

ral gland, faeces and urine with

squeaks. Around two-thirds of the

sight is the most useful sense to

Younger elephants can request a

their trunk; these are all olfactory

sounds that elephants make can not

pass quick and clear information. At

break when moving in the herd by

signals. By smelling the urine and

be

ear.

long distances their sight is less

touching their mothers leg and

the vulva of the elephant cow the

Elephants communicate at short

useful since elephants can only see

when nervous will put the tip of their

bull can detect if she is ready to

and long distances.

properly up to approximately 30ft

trunk in an adults mouth for reassur-

mate. Scents driven by the wind

(10m). Visual signals are often used

ance.

provide elephants with information

in situations of conflict. Elephants

about the presence of tigers or

appear even bigger in conflict

humans in the area, also food and

situations.

dominance

and

heard

by

the

human

water sources.
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Up to 21 pairs of ribs
Shape of the
back is concaved

Shape of head is not crumpled
from the front to the back,
no humped structures, no dent

Bigger ears, reach
up over the neck

Main food
source is leaves

3 - 4 metre shoulder height

Wrinkled skin

African Bush Elephant
(Loxodonta africana)

Shape of the belly
moves diagonally
downward in the
direction of hind legs
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Trunk ends
as 2 fingers

Molars, (teeth),
are diamond-shaped
Tusks exist in both sexes,
bigger with the males

4000 - 7000kg

African Bush Elephant VS Asian Elephant

Shape of head is crumpled from
the front to the back, humped
structures on top, forehead dented
Trunk ends
as 1 finger

Up to 20
pairs of ribs

Shape of the back
is convex or straight

Ears are smaller and do
not reach over the neck
Smoother
skin

50% of males have large
tusks. Females have
tushes, (small tusks),
or nothing

Molars, (teeth),
are strongly compressed

3000 - 6000kg

2 - 3.5 metre shoulder height

Main food
source is grass

Asian Elephant
(Elephas maximus)

Shape of belly is almost straight
or sagging in the middle

African Bush Elephant VS Asian Elephant
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Intelligence

The elephant is well known for its intelligent behaviour, so what is the evidence

As they say elephants never forget. Perhaps the most poignant example of

for elephant intelligence? The elephant’s behaviour flows from one activity to

elephants’ memory and indeed emotion is their apparent understanding of

the next, engaging its strength and dexterity as needed. For example, the

death. Experts strongly believe that elephants grieve and therefore have a

elephant cleans off dirt by smacking the clump of grass against its foot, but if it

concept of life and an idea of missing another elephant. Elephants have been

also perceives water nearby, it can then take the clump and submerge it in the

seen keeping a vigil over their dead compatriots. They have also been

water to clean it further. It does not just have one ‘built-in’ way to carry out tasks.

observed to stop when walking past a place where a companion died, a silent
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pause that can last for several minutes.

Self-awareness is another key ability of conscious beings. Just as a person look-

matriarchs who pass down may skills to their young, how to use a stick to remove

ing into a mirror and seeing a dirty face will try and wipe it, it has been found

flies from their bodies, use vegetation to scratch themselves, pick up and bran-

that an elephant studying its reflection will try and rub smudges off its forehead

dish or throw sticks, bones, rocks, logs in play or out of curiosity. Elephants have

with its trunk. Elephants are very adapt at tool use, which they learn from older

been observed with various different designs of stripped branches for fly swats.
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Asian Elephants

Herds
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Elephants travel in herds, with one herd usually consisting of one extended

When the matriarch dies, one of the oldest offspring takes her place.

family, numbering anywhere between 5 and 20 or more individuals. They live in

As male offspring grow older and approach puberty they gradually become

matriarchal (mother headed) families. Mothers, grandmothers, sisters, and

more independent from the family group. This primarily involves spending

aunts all help raising babies. The matriarchs lead the herd to feeding grounds

more time on the outskirts of the group and then eventually leaving the family

because she is the oldest and most experienced. It is this close family contact

to join with other males. Male Asian elephants live alone or in male only herds,

and relationship that allows the rest of the elephants to acquire the knowledge

usually consisting of no more than five bulls, roaming great distances in search

needed to survive.

of female herds.

Religion
Elephants have been worshipped for thousands of years, and feature in many human religions.
In some cases, the elephant itself is a god. At other times, gods and prophets ride on the backs
of elephants.
Some Buddhists think that to touch an elephant helps to achieve enlightenment, so elephants are
often kept in Buddhist monasteries.
Buddhists have a number of beliefs about elephants. In the Jakata (stories of Buddha’s previous
lives on earth) the Great being born in the day after his mother, Maya, dreams that a white
elephant has entered her body through her side.

White elephants have historically been particularly exalted. There is really no such thing as a
totally white elephant, but for centuries any albino or pale wild elephant was captured and
brought to the King of Thailand. These pale elephants were treated as the King’s equal and their
stall was like a palace.
They were never ridden, as even the King was considered unworthy of riding a white elephant.
One of the best known examples of elephants in religion is the Hindu god Ganesh. He is the god
of students and teachers, the remover of obstacles and the bringer of good fortune. Elephants
are also important in Asian folklore, they are believed to be cousins of the clouds and able to
cause lightening. The widespread worship of elephants in Asia means that almost every temple
or important building has elephant statues and friezes.
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Endangered
Asian Elephants
The elephant is one of the most remarkable and best loved animals in the
world. It has always held the respect and affection of man to the point that in
many parts of Asia and beyond the elephant has a symbolic and even
religious significance.
Elephants are widely recognized as extraordinary sensitive beings with a
highly developed consciousness. For thousand of years elephants have
worked alongside man in Asia, and close bonds have been formed.
Yet despite these close human ties the fact is that the number of
elephants in Asia has been falling for hundreds of years. The situation is becoming increasingly critical and unless something is
done it will soon reach the point of no return and elephants will
disappear forever.
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Threats
Poaching
The poaching of elephants for ivory,

The elephants are captured in Myanmar

meat, hide and other body parts (mainly

and smuggled over the border into

for use in traditional medicine) is still

Thailand and given false registration

prevalent in many countries across Asia.

papers showing the animals to be born
in captivity. Once at the camps they are

Despite worldwide protection through

put to work.

the CITES treaty, the value placed on
elephant products, particularly ivory,

Wild elephant capture often results in

the lack of effective enforcement and

elephant deaths particularly if the

the remoteness of areas of elephant

poachers are trying to capture young

habitat means that there are those that

elephants. Often the herd will violently

still kill elephants for profit. In some

turn on the poachers to protect the

parts

are

young which results in them being shot.

captured, to be trained and put to work.

China has been one of the world’s

This is also a form of poaching; remov-

biggest markets for ivory for a long

ing from the wild. Although officially

time. However, as of 2018 trading in any

banned it is known that elephant

ivory products in China is illegal. This

capture on a significant scale still

ban must be rigorously enforced as well

continues

as widely publicised and socialised to

of

Asia

in

wild

elephants

Myanmar

to

provide

elephants for the logging industry and
for tourist elephant camps.

China’s citizens if it is to be a success.
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Habitat loss
About 20% of the world’s human population lives in or near the present range

On the Indonesian island of Sumatra, vast areas of forest are being cleared to

of the Asian elephant. With human numbers increasing at a rate of about 3% per

accommodate millions of people, resettled from the crowded islands of Java,

annum, this could mean doubling the population in 20 years. Therein lays the

Bali, and Madura.

root of the problem of conserving the Asian elephant. The elephant’s forest
home has already been reduced to a fraction of what it once was in most

Indochina’s forests were seriously damaged during 30 years of constant

countries where they live.

warfare, particularly by the use of chemical defoliants, napalm and massive
bombing during the US/Vietnam conflict. However, more forest land has been

India’s formerly extensive forests, where elephants roamed widely, now cover

cleared since the Vietnam War ended than during it.

less than 20% of the country, and barely half that is suitable for elephants. The
central Indian population has been seriously fragmented.

In Sri Lanka, the vast Mahaweli River Valley Project for settlement, crops, and
irrigation cuts a wide swathe through the heart of elephant country.

Thailand has cleared almost all its lowland forest, creating a huge void of

Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos still have considerable forest cover, but this is

wildlife habitat in the heart of the country.

suffering from unmanaged and unsustainable logging.
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Former Distribution
Current Distribution

Fragmentation of habitat
The fragmentation of the elephant’s forest is particularly damaging. Elephants migrate with the
seasons to find the best feeding areas. Now the migration routes have been disrupted and herds
are constantly confronted by new settlements and agriculture, where they are not welcome.
When they invade crops, and sometimes villages, there are violent clashes as people try to drive
them away with fire, guns, and crude bombs. Elephants and people are killed and injured.
The situation is particularly tragic when elephants are ‘pocketed’ in small patches of forest, not
meeting their food and water requirements, with no way to escape. Killing the elephants is not
an acceptable option in many parts of Asia.
What does the future hold for this increasingly endangered species?
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The Human-Elephant Conflict
Wild elephants were roaming the forest of Thailand before any man dared to

In recent years a number of elephants have been killed, shot and poisoned

enter the dense jungle full of wildlife. These magnificent creatures have been

when they have ventured close to human settlements. Some have been hit and

living in large groups free to go anywhere they could find food, using the same

killed by speeding vehicles driving through the forest.

paths and tracks for centuries.
This has happened all over Thailand, including the nearby areas on Pala-U and
Civilisation has over the last few hundred years has driven the elephants back

Kui Buri. The brutal killing of these beautiful, powerful animals has created an

to much smaller pieces of forest with less to forage on, and there is a steadily

outcry amongst animal lovers. Thailand’s King, who is aware of the problem

growing amount of people entering the forest to hunt and cut wood. The prob-

involving elephants, has been closely watching and coordinating numerous

lem is obvious! The elephants need to come down from the forest to the

efforts to conserve the Thai elephants. Several Royal projects have been initiat-

lowlands to forage for food, drink and to wash themselves.

ed since May 29th 1998.

To get there they need to go through a land that has been encroached into and

The increase in human-elephant conflicts needs to be acted upon as matter of

where people are now living.

urgency before it is too late and Thailand loses its last remaining wild
elephants
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A REVIEW OF WILD ELEPHANT
DEATHS - THAILAND 2019
23 Ap�i� 2019

11 Jan���� 2019

3 Jul� 2019

An e���h��� fo��� d�a�
in � ���be� ��r� �� Sra ����,
No �n���y �a� b��� �o�n�,
ex���t ���n� �ro� ��d ��e.

“Fah ���”
t�e ��b� ��ep���t ��u�d
de�� ��t� a ��tt�n �e� f���
a p����in� �r��, ��pe���d
to ���� ac����is.

A on� ��a� �l� ��ep���t ���
se����te� �r�� ��s �o�,
t�e ��s��e ���m �o��d �u�
t�a� t�� ��l� �ad
“Ele���n� E�do���l�o���p��
Her��� V�ru�” ��d
di�� �� Cha����n��a�.

Kha� ��i �l���an� ���n� �e�d
at ��� Kh�o ��� �at���a� P�r�,
fo��� � lo� �� �n�u���s ��om
el����n� ﬁ�h�i�g.

20 Feb����y 2019
Kha� A�� Ru� ��i ��l���fe
San����r� e��p���t �o��d
de�� ��t� a ���n� o� h��
c�e�� �n a ����a f���.

27 May 2019

2 wi�� �l���an� ��l���
fo��� d�a� �� � g�a�s ���d ��
Ban ��� ��� Tan, ����h�e��s��
du� �� �er����de ���t��i��t�o�.

18 Mar�� 2019
“Du�n ��� �o�”
Kha� A�� Ru� ��m �i��l���
San����r� e��p���t �o��d
de�� ��e t� ���er�
in���t�o� ���l i���c��o�.

15 Aug��� 2019

Kan� ���c��� el����n�
fo��� d�a� ��� to ����ti��.

29 Jun� 2019

25 Feb����y 2019

15 Aug��� 2019
A Wil� ���p�a�t ��� h��
b� a �r��� �n C�o�b���
w�i�� c���si�� �n ��� ro��.

25 Jul� 2019

6 Kha� ��i �l���an�� d���
aft�r ���li�� �n��
Ha�w ���o� ��t���al�
in K��� �a�.

26 Sep���b�� 2019
Hal�-���a ���d���e S�n���ar�
el����n� �as ���t ��a�, �n�
tu��s ���� cu� �� N�ra���w��.

A Wil� ���p�a�t ����d
de�� �� a d���a� f���
in B��� ��n� �a��.

5 Jul� 2019

A Wil� ���p�a�t ���
s�o� �n ��� he�� ��r
hi� ��s�� �n Na���h��a�.

2 Jul� 2019

Phu ����� wi�� �l���an�
fo��� d�a� �� t�� e�t���c� o�
Chu�� ���wi� ��t���al� �� l�e�.

5 Oc�o��r 2019

A wi�� �l���an� ���d
f�o� n����al ����es
in � ���i�n ���m �e��
Ban� ���g ���i�� P�r�.

12 Aug��� 2019
A Wil� ���p�a�t
go� ���c��oc���� in
Cha��h����i �ft�r ��yi��
to �� �� a d���a� f���.

8 Oc�o��r 2019

Fo�n� 5 �or� ��e�h���s ��e� �ft�r �a�l���
in�� H�e� ��r�� �a��r���l i� K��� �a�.

3 Sep���b�� 2019
A Wil� ���p�a�t ����d
de�� �� a L�n��� fa��
in C���t���ur�.

12 Aug��� 2019
A wi�� b��� �le���n� ��t
el���r��u��d �� C�an����ri
in � ���i�n ���m.

This story is published at https://bit.ly/2M7EF6Y

7 Oc�o��r 2019

3 Oc�o��r 2019
Wil� ���p�a�t ���u�d 10-12
ye��� �l� �o�n� ��ad ��
Kin� ���c��� Nat���a� P�r�.

Kha� A�� Ru� ��i �l���an�
wa� �h�� ��ad �� � Pa�m ���m
in C���h�e��s��, �o��d �u�
t�a� s�� ��s a ���h��
wi�� h�� ��fa��.
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Genetic threat
There has been concern about the genetic effects of reducing the number of

The latter increases genetic drift, which leads to inbreeding, and eventually to

the big tuskers. An elephant with large tusks will have contributed its genes to

high juvenile mortality and low breeding success. Removing tuskers also

the population. Danger arises when the big tuskers are eliminated and poach-

reduces gene exchange by these loners that mate with females of different

ers find that killing immature males for the small tusks is worthwhile. When

sub-populations. In populations with a high ratio of makanas, or large tuskless

tuskers are killed, the number of males in a population decreases, resulting in

males, the sex ratio would be better balanced, reducing adverse genetic

skewed sex ratios.

effects.
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Exploited
Domesticated Elephants in Thailand
Thailand has a long history of the domestication and use of elephants. It is
said that one of the first ever depictions of Thai people occurs on a frieze at
Angkor Wat showing Thai military with war elephants.
Historically elephants were used for transportation and war, reigning monarchs maintained a large elephant corps. In more recent history elephants
were employed in the timber industry in the same way that they continue to
be used in other range states. This employment allowed the maintenance of
significant numbers of elephants. However that changed in 1989 when the
Thai government banned the logging industry. Thousands of elephants
were abruptly thrown out of work.
Some of these animals and their mahouts escaped over the border to continue plying their trade in Myanmar but many of the others were thrown into
crisis. Often the elephants were only leased by the logging companies
owned by comparatively poor villages or mahouts. Overnight the elephant
went from the main bread winner in the family to an unaffordable outgoing;
the cost of food and care being beyond the owners means.
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Poom Puang
Rescued 2017

Most of these elephants have been forced to find employment in the tourist

Captive elephants are classified as domestic livestock animals here in Thai-

industry where they are exploited as a means of entertainment but more

land and are listed under the Draught Animals Act 1939 (Beast of Burden

disturbingly, elephants are now being bred specifically for the tourist indus-

Act). Meaning they can be legally owned by private individuals or business-

try.

es. These animals are legally traded throughout their long lives and in some
instances sold to many different owners.
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The Mahout

In the past the job of a mahout was an ancestral profession often extending
over several generations and bringing a certain social status with it. At
present however, this is not common. The job of mahout is to earn a living
from the elephants which results in most cases in its exploitation.
The myth: there is a special bond between elephants and their
mahout; this is not true in almost all cases. Elephants obey
people purely out of fear for reprisals and punishment. Even
though elephants are much stronger than people they do not realize this as their spirits are broken at a young age during a torture
ritual.
The real value of a mahout lies in the understanding and knowing of the
animal. A good mahout is often a man who has been close to elephants
since his childhood and who is able to see when an elephant is in a good
or bad mood. He must be able to see when an elephant is in a good or bad
mood. He must be able to communicate with his elephant. For as long as
there are elephants in captivity, mahouts will be required to take care of
them.

Thong Ma
Rescued 2017
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Phajaan
Elephants are very large and powerful animals and are not naturally subservi-

A noose is tied around the elephants neck that strangles the elephant when it is

ent to people. Thai elephants are tamed in a ceremony called the ‘Phajaan’,

no longer able to stand due to the pain and fear it is being subjected to. The

literally meaning ‘extreme seperation’. Still nursing elephants are dragged

most sensitive areas of the elephant are targeted for the most amount of pain to

away from their mothers kicking and scream- ing, forced into a ‘crush cage’ that

be inflicted. This ritualized torture is endured by the elephant for up to 6 days

barely fits their bodies and are chained in place. A torture process begins. The

and the elephant is left traumatized and badly injured. The shaman over seeing

elephants are deprived of food, water and sleep. They are poked and prodded

the rite then ‘senses’ that the spirit has been changed so the elephant can now

with bamboo sticks with nails imbedded in the end, the bull-hook is ripped

be trained.

through the elephants ears, they are stabbed and cut with knives and are also
shot with stones and other projectiles.

Sadly, after Phajaan the elephant is never allowed to see its mother again and it
is believed that even if it did, the mother would no longer recognize the
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elephant as its own since their bond is so drastically changed and broken.

That is not the end...
The horrifying torture continues after Phajaan for the elephants every day with regular beatings, training at knifepoint
to paint pictures, play musical instruments or are forced to stand on their head for the benefit of elephant shows. Daily
beatings become a regular occurrence so tourists can ride, feed, and play with this most magnificent of beasts.

Many elephants are used for the entertainment of people in shows held in zoos and camps around Thailand. Elephants are forced to
perform degrading and unnatural tricks, play musical instruments and play games all in the name of entertaining the people that do
not understand their suffering. Often these elephants are kept on short chains in the hot, burning sun and not given access to enough
food and water. They end up losing their freedom in the name of becoming a money making commodity to the people who exploit
them.
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The WFFT Elephant Refuge houses numerous elephants ranging in age
from 5 - 70 years old. All the elephants in our care have come from abusive
pasts.
Nearby forests give our rescued elephants the chance to roam around in
their “original and natural” habitat. We have purchased large pieces of
land to make these forests and grasslands their « home » Our elephant
enclosures have trees and lakes, measure up to 7 hectares each! We run
Asia’s first chain free elephant sanctuary! No elephant is ever chained up,
day or night!
Rescuing the elephants from the harsh city environment is already a big
step to improving their welfare and general well-being, and demonstrates
that the mahouts do care about their animals. Changing Thai culture and
mentality towards animal welfare is a much longer process.
If mahouts think that tourists come to Thailand to ride elephants for their
own enjoyment and “experience”, then this will support the motivation to
domesticate elephants for the tourist industry. If mahouts come to learn
that tourists visit Thailand to help prevent wildlife from suffering and do
not support the exploitation of animals for amusement, then gradually a
change in mentality could possibly be achieved.
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Rescued 2018

Jum Nong Gets a New Chance of Life

Jum Nong we were told was 53, emaciated, covered in wounds and old abscess-

The owner initially wanted a ridiculous amount of money for her which would

es and her young mahout clearly did not have the experience to care for her.

have been irresponsible to pay. After much negotiation we finally managed to
agree an amount and a donation was received (Thank you Dr. John) to allow us

We examined her sleeping area which was filthy, had no shade or water and it

to bring her to WFFT for treatment and released her from the hell that was her

was evident to the team that she could not digest her food properly. We learned

life.

that she had collapsed on several occasions yet was still having to work. A
saddle placed on the knife ridge of a back must have been excruciatingly pain-

Having agreed to pay some money up front and the remainder to secure her

ful for her as she trekked all day with tourists on her back. The team desperately

forever freedom later, the WFFT team set up a fundraiser and ensured she never

wanted to help this poor old girl but there was a problem.

has to return to enslavement. Thanks to the numerous generous kind souls
around the world Jum Nong now faces a much brighter future.
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On the morning of her rescue the team were at the camp bright and early in preparation for the long day ahead. They unshackled her chains for the last time as she
was loaded on the truck. What looked a very inadequate ramp turned out to be
ideal as Jum Nong almost jumped into the truck. It was as if she was desperate to be
out of this hell hole and knew the team were there to help her.
With the paperwork completed Jum Nong began the long journey back to WFFT
Elephant Refuge. She ate almost constantly the entire 6-hour journey, being gently
fed and calmed by our experienced mahout Kam. Thankfully the traffic was light as
we passed through Bangkok and the weather was perfect. The team were back in
Phetchaburi in record time and Jum Nong got her first sight of the haven that she
can now call home.
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Jum Nong disembarked the truck with the same ease she had entered it and went on
her first stroll on Project 4. This large enclosure will be her home for the rest of her
life. It is an elephant paradise and just what this old girl deserves.
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Rescued 2018

No more Chains
for Thong Phoon

Thong Poon was rescued at very short notice from a trekking
camp in Pattaya when her owners contacted WFFT, desperate to
sell her at a low price. After further investigation we discovered
that she had become very aggressive and unpredictable, we
learned that she had attacked a mahout and some tourists.
This led to her owners being unable to use her for tourist rides,
they were desperate to sell her. She has also given birth to two
calves which were taken away from her, its no wonder she is an
unpredictable elephant. Before being rescued she was kept with
her two front legs hobbled in chains, no access to regular drinking water and was kept in direct sunlight every day. Thong Poon
has a confident and curious personality, she seems more relaxed
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and at ease in her new environment.
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What Can You Do To Help?

DO NOT

have photos
with wild animals
being used as
photo props.

DO

your research! Only
visit ethical rescue
and rehab centers.
Or even better see
them in the wild!

REPORT

animal abuse or illegal wildlife trade
to the relevant authorities and WFFT at

Department of
National Parks

DO NOT

purchase animal souvenirs,
including snake or tiger
wine, bush meat, ivory or
any other animal products.
When the buying stops
the killing stops too!

tell your tell family and
friends Write a story
for your local newspaper
back home, describing
your experience
in Thailand.

DO NOT

RAISE

go to animal shows,
visit elephant (trekking)
camps, tiger temples
or petting zoos.
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DO

awareness, spread
the word and share
your experiences
in social media.

Calling 1362 (24 hours) or
hotline1362@hotmail.com

Wildhawk Facebook
Send a message to
@DNP.WILDHAWK

Wildlife Friends
Foundation
Report on our
website WFFT.org

Follow Us on Social Media or Visit Our Website!

@WFFThailand

Wildlife Friends Foundation
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WFFT Wildlife Friends

WFFT.org
Thaielephantrefuge.org

